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ABSTRACT: The article explores idioms and proverbs referring to the producing and working activities of Tay people in Tuyen Quang and initially studies the characteristics of agricultural culture reflected by them. Idioms and proverbs about producing and working activities of Tay people have short forms and lively images which illustrate agricultural production associated with cultivating, growing crops and raising animals, which results in a clear demonstration of the past production life of Tay people. At the same time, idioms and proverbs also affirm the cultural characteristics of Tay people in Tuyen Quang province.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Idioms and proverbs are considered “pockets of wisdom”, containing the quintessence of a culture. Can name the authors: Stathi, Gumpel (1974), Fernando và Flavell (1981), J. Seidl và McMordie (1988), Mostafa (2010), Alan Dundes... Studying the idioms and proverbs of an ethnic will reveal the natural and social context of their formation. Such as, J. Seidl và McMordie: “An idiom can be defined as a number of words which, when taken together, have a different meaning from the individual meaning of each word” [3]. Or “Idioms are fixed of expressions, whose meaning is not immediately obvious from looking at the individual words in the idioms” [4]. Therefore, they can be considered a smaller version of a historical and natural museum of each ethnic. In Encyclopedic dictionary: “A proverb is a simple and concrete saying popularly known and repeated which, expresses a truth. Base on common sense or the practical experience of humanity. They are often metaphorical” (Wikipedia). Alan Dundes: “A proverb is a traditional proposition statement consisting of at topic and a comment”[2].

Studying about idioms and proverbs, we realized that they draw a lot of attention from researchers in the world. What they all agree about idioms is that those groups of words are image suggestive and expressive, the meaning of the idiom is created by the combination of lexical that make up idioms; they carry the linguistic and cultural characteristics of the people that produce and use them. Regarding proverbs, they believe that those groups of words may be a comment, an experience of a piece of advice concluded from the real life of the seniors. Thus, the content of both idioms and proverbs contains and reflects people’s knowledge of objects and phenomena of the objective world. What distinguishes them is that, on the one hand, proverbs are generalized conceptions; while, on the other hand, idioms are presented and interpreted into judgments and experiences. In this article, we use the concept of idioms and proverbs simultaneously when they reflect the cultural characteristics of the people who produce and use them.

2. Research on idioms and proverbs in Vietnam follow three main directions: literature approach, linguistic approach and cultural approach. Those research directions are characterized by the research field and have achieved certain achievements. However, they focus on the definitions of idioms and proverbs, and the values that they reflect. In this article, we study idioms and proverbs in the direction of studying culture from a linguistic perspective. Idioms and proverbs reflect the cultural characteristics of an ethnic. Studying idioms and proverbs of the Tay ethnic group in Tuyen Quang province with a view to find out about the cultural characteristics of this ethnic group is a brand new topic which has never been studied.

3. Tuyen Quang is a province with many ethnic groups. This place is the home for more than 22 ethnic groups, and 8 groups which have larger population are Kinh, Tay, Dao, Cao Lan, Nung, Hoa, H’Mong and San Diu. The second largest group is Tay people (185,456 people), mainly distributed in Chiem Hoa district and Na Hang district. The traditional history and cultural identity of ethnic minorities are formed from cultivating activities, which refer to agricultural cultural characteristics. This is reflected in the Tay idioms and proverbs about producing activities.
II. MAIN CONTENT

2.1. Survey results

The Tay people mainly practice agricultural production. As they often live in the areas which are near the foot of the mountains, a water source, or a location convenient for farming, the Tay people in Tuyen Quang have favorable conditions for cultivation and production. Although Tuyen Quang has high terrain, there are plenty of rivers, streams, and lakes for agricultural production. It can be said that the Tay people in Tuyen Quang with labor and intelligence have made Tuyen Quang become a developed economic region with combined agriculture and forestry. Idioms and proverbs not only contain the meaning and reality of residence but also refer to the work done by locals. The characteristics of labor of Tay people are reflected in agricultural culture.

117 proverbs and idioms have been surveyed, 22 of which are idioms and proverbs reflecting the experience related to the weather; 59 idioms and proverbs reflect experience on cultivation, 17 idioms and proverbs reflect the experience of breeding, 4 idioms reflect both cultivating and breeding practice. Thus, according to the survey, idioms and proverbs reflecting the experience of cultivation occupy the largest part, which shows that, cultivation, especially rice cultivation, occupies the leading position in agricultural production. Idioms and proverbs that reflect the experience of breeding make up the smallest amount, as this is not of common practice in Tuyen Quang. Thereby, it can be seen that Tay idioms and proverbs clearly reflect typical aspects of the real life of agricultural production of this ethnic group. Different elements of agricultural production of Tay people in Tuyen Quang are expressed in numerous aspects.

2.2. Cultural characteristics through idioms and proverbs about Tay’s producing activities

2.2.1. Idioms and proverbs reflect the experience of cultivation

Cultivation is considered the main activities in production, including planting and harvesting crops on the fields. Land used for cultivation are valleys interspersed with hills, terraces and small fields. The characteristics of cultivation of Tay people in Tuyen Quang province are reflected in idioms, proverbs, and preserved by idioms and proverbs.

In terms of experience in cultivation, idioms and proverbs of Tay people refer to fields and land. Of the 59 idioms and proverbs reflecting the cultivation experience of Tay people, there are 7 idioms and proverbs referring to fields and land. The carefulness in selecting land and the appreciation of the role of land are the because of the fact that land is the main means of making a living of the Tay people. The proverb says: Thai đin phẳng nhằng din lieng (When one dies, one is buried under the land; when one lives, one is fed by the land). Ithsows that the Tay people in the past emphasized the role of land (din) to human life. "Đin lieng" means that land creates jobs, the source of wealth and the transfer to the next generation. According to the Tay's concept, farming is a highly-appreciated profession: Sip gần pun vao bổ tbang lão chuoi din (A group of men who do business cannot be compared to a farmer). This proverb shows that, in the past, farming was a sure thing while trading fluctuated. Thereby, the ancient Tay people attach great importance to farming and agricultural production. Also, because of that concept, they are very proud of their farming "Têng bạt dấy kin pya, hát nà dấy kin khâu" (Go fishing and eat fish, farming and eat rice).

Along with appreciating the role of land, proverbs and idioms of Tay people also reflect experiences on land care (14 idioms and proverbs). For example, Nà dấy nøong khünk (Good fertilizer makes good fields), nà dấy nøong chá (Good plants make good fields). Rây vän pă, nă tọc düm (A good field has moderate slope, a good field is low-lying land) (the natural conditions of the terrain determine the quality of the rice). The experience of soil preparation is summarized by Tay people, for example: Nă lai phu møi mà, khổu lai sac khổu khoa (A lot of harrowing leads to full seeds, a lot of pounding leads to white rice) suggests that land should be plowed carefully. Thêm vày biai, thêm lai dâu khấu (The more grass is taken away, the more rice is brought about) suggests that clearing the grass must be done thoroughly and carefully. Pát khấu câu teo vai (A bowl of rice takes nine times of plowing and harrowing) recommends children to respect the products of their labor. That proverbs and idioms reflect the experience of land use shows that agricultural production is associated with topographic characteristics in high mountains and reflect the cultivation characteristics of the Tay people.

With mostly hilly and mountainous terrain, cultivated fields are only valleys and upland fields following the foot of the mountain. Tay people highly appreciate the role of water in rice cultivation. Out of 117 idioms and proverbs surveyed, 8 idioms and proverbs refer to this content. For example: Ship don rây phya, bầu tàng rarr nà pác nprüm (a bunch of fields on rocky mountains are not equal to a field near the water source); Sıp nghị phát phó, bộ tàng nà vô nprüm vă (Ten of the forges are not equal to a high field waiting for rain to get water for planting). According to the Tay's conception, agricultural activities, though may be difficult due to dependence on source of water, are better than forging.
Idioms and proverbs revealing about how seedlings for planting activities work, showing that they are very interested in breeding. Tay people seem to believe that high productivity is mainly due to good seed selection. There are 18 idioms and proverbs relating to this content. For example: Nâ đâm năm để, khâu kế sambda pi, đầu mủ tập tổ (who have wet rice fields will have plenty of rice). These are experiences for rice cultivation which show that good seedlings result in great yields. Quaichương chả và chương nả (take care of the plants and you will have everything, take care of the fields and you will have nothing) emphasizes the importance of selecting seeds.

In terms of cultivation, Tay people have drawn experience of planting and harvesting time in idioms and proverbs. According to them, agricultural production must follow the right season and the time to ensure productivity. For example: Nâ đâm năm ngô ông, khâu kế quả nhì (If you are late for transplanting, there will surely be a shortage of rice). Sip co là, bò táng hâ có thua (ten late transplanted plants are not equal to five early transplanted ones) means that transplanting must be on time to produce high yield. Phà phi si sip văn, (Plans are growing and can be harvested within forty days). Bùơn sam lòng chà, bùơn hâ đâm nả (March sowing, May planting) summarize the experience of the old rice transplanting technique which has still been applied by the Tay people. Bùơn chêng tô mà ri, bùơn nha tô mà phi (First, build a garden fence, then, build a dam). In the first month, they have to find trees to build a garden fence, then, in the second month, they have to find trees to build dam, driving water to the fields so that rice can be transplanted in the third month. Bùơn nha khuyết vở phải. In lunar second month, in the mountainous areas, it is still very cold, so it is necessary to prepare a fire to warm up as well as to continue to care for plants that are less resistant to cold and skip the trees requiring warm weather. Phong bo quá xinh mình, kimh bo quá cọc vú (plant taro before the beginning of the spring) (from April 4 to April 19). So, the season-related experience has been concluded in a very detailed way and bears the imprint of farming in the high mountains, depending on the terrain and weather.

2.2.2. Idioms and proverbs reflect the experience of the weather
Agricultural cultural imprints are also expressed in idioms and proverbs reflecting the weather, including experiences of weather forecasts to adjust the agricultural activities in accordance with the weather. Because agricultural practice in the mountainous area highly depends on natural conditions and climate, people in the past took the weather into serious consideration. Phần đâu giữ rốn rắc và, phần vãi oóc nà năm bắp (If it rains in the morning, stay at home, washing the blankets. If it rains in the afternoon, go to corn field) means forecasting the weather helps to adjust the work accordingly. Phần đâu khiến thạch dân (If it rains in the early morning, dry the rice). Phần vải, hoài làm lăng (If it rains in the afternoon, do not let buffalo go to the meadow). This is because in the mountain terrain, it is difficult to find buffalo when they go out to eat. The experience of weather forecasting is also shown in the forecasting of the suitable weather for planting. Ván rây ngược phần mả, đảm nà ngoại đét rọn (When sowing on upland, we look forwards to rain; when sowing on downland, we look forwards to sunshine). It is not difficult to understand this proverb. Farmers often hope that the weather is favorable for their work. When they cultivate on steep fields which get dry easily, they need more water from the rain while cultivating on low land is often negatively affected by flood and waterlogging, that is the reason why they look forwards to the sunny weather. Vâ đăng bùơn chêng phien phang lý vâ đăng bùơn như ngày thí xum mắn (If there is thunder in the first month, there will be enough rice to eat. If there is thunder in the second month, we will be starve). As the weather affects the crops, thunderstorms in the first month mean that there will be enough water for plants, otherwise, they will lose their crops, so they have to eat wild plants. Vâ lại męp keo gibi giac daィ kin (Keo people hate rain whereas Hac people love it). The reason for this proverb lies in the fact that Hac (Kinh) people are often vendors, so they love sunny weather when they can sell produce. In contrast, Hac (Nung) people need the rain for irrigation. Vông leuk nóing, vong toäng len. This means when there is a dark circle around the Moon, there will be heavy rain while the light circle around the Moon is a sign for drought. Xo chất đối khâu, xo cấu đối militia (If it rains on the seventh of the month, it will be rainy on the ninth). Xo hâ hán nà hai (The crescent Moon can be observed on the fifth of the month). Due to the high mountain terrain, the crescent Moon (new moon) appears on the 5th of lunar calendar. Xit thir què phi (In Xu Thu period, there will be continual rains). Tay people have concluded that in Xu Thu period (from 23th of August to 26th of September), the rain usually becomes heavier. Yên phần hâm đet, vai phát gi đêng (Sunshine appears after the rain, lightning appears then does thunder), Moọc khin: phần, moọc lòng: đêng (mist in the high air means rainy weather, mist in the low air means sunny weather). Vén phần dày kin lâu, tội xâu lao đến vãi (Rainy days are suitable for those who are lazy, not for those who work). The weather does affect farming practice because even on rainy days, farmers must work while lazy people stay at home and do nothing. Vâ đăngcô đêng lêng (If there is thunder before the rain, there will be a drought). Cäng rong và đê oóc, năn khóoc và phàn mà (Monkeys cry, then it is sunny, deer cries, then it is rainy).

2.2.3. Idioms and proverbs reflect the experience of breeding
In the ancient agricultural production of the Tay people, in particular, and of the Vietnamese people, in general, there were always images of animals, from most important animals such as buffaloes to other
poultry and cattle. Having surveyed idioms and proverbs about production of Tay people, we encountered images of animals, to which Tay people paid special attention, especially buffaloes and cows, as a companion to Tay farmers in cultivation. Tay people highly appreciate the role of these animals in production. Tua mò giò vò khó (cows support the poor) Cows help farmers to plow rice and raise a herd of cattle. Liềng vài nhàng năn viế, liềng mò mè pi tua (Raising buffalo is slower than raising cows). This is because cows are more likely to develop herds. Sam brun vân mè pát, chất brun vân mè cày (Raising a flock of duck takes three months while it takes seven months to raise a flock of chiken). Liềng Nòc soa cày ch luôn (Raising a flock of pheasant) means that if people choose to raise wild animals, they will go back to the wild once they grow up, which is just a waste of time. Vài seng thây nà đề, vài mè thây nà vô (Male buffaloes for low lands, female ones for slope).

III. CONCLUSION

Idioms and proverbs about working activities of Tay people in Tuyen Quang have a natural but lively image, which symbolizes and reflects the reality of the Tay’s agricultural production since ancient times. They give us a better understanding of the Tay’s valuable experiences in agricultural production as it depends a lot on the weather and high mountain terrain. Moreover, these idioms and proverbs also have cultural values, reflecting the cultural characteristics of the Tay’s culture. They enrich the folk literature treasure of Tay people, in particular, and Vietnamese folklore, in general.
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